
Carrboro Connects Public Hearing Draft – Public Comments 

March 2022 

 

THE FOLLOWING REPRESENTS ALL PUBLIC COMMENTS SUBMITTED SINCE NOVEMBER 16, 2021 IN 

RELATION TO CARRBORO CONNECTS AS OF MARCH 4, 2022. COMMENTS WERE RECEIVED THROUGH 

THE PROJECT WEBSITE AS WELL AS EMAIL.  
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Ben Berolzheimer

From: Rob LaVelle <rlavelle@cfsnc.org>
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2022 6:16 PM
To: council
Subject: comprehensive plan thoughts

Dear Town Council,  

I'll offer a brief note about the comprehensive plan because I cannot attend tonight's meeting. I do hope to retire in a 
progressive southern town, and the plan still offers me, a teacher, healthy prospects in that regard. But unfortunately, it 
looks like the progressive southern town will be one in Uruguay or Chile instead of Carrboro. My big fear is that the plan 
is not a significant enough departure from business as usual, and by not doing enough, we will continue to see housing 
prices spiral upward even after full implementation. Luckily, I'll be able to sell my small house for an insane pile of 
money to finance the transition! If only others had that same option. 

There is a lot to consider in the plan and in the feedback on the plan, but I think one comment from the Transportation 
Advisory Board cuts to the quick: "The land uses proposed in the Future Land Use Map are insufficient to meet the 
Town's CCAP GHG emissions reduction goal of 80% which is included as a goal in Carrboro Connects. The future land use 
map should be revised to include increased density and additional mixed-use development within the downtown and 
the immediate surroundings to help meet this goal. This is needed to significantly reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled, which 
is both a metric of the transportation section, and has a significant impact on reducing transportation emissions to reach 
the 80% GHG reduction goal." Truly said.  

The plan needs to get serious about some serious numbers, primarily, what is the magic number of people per square 
mile that gets people out of their cars and into alternative modes of transportation, including public transportation. This 
number is not a mystery. Urban geographers know it. The consultants writing this plan probably know it, I hope. And the 
land use maps as presented in the plan are a long way from getting us to that point. 

I have written to you earlier on the plan's missing housing, so I won't linger there, but I will offer three more pieces of 
advice  

First, the plan needs to be clear about the relationship between building housing in general and affordable housing in 
particular. The plan talks a lot about affordable housing, but it really skirts lightly around the question of why housing is 
so expensive in Carrboro in the first place: supply restrictions. I may be wrong, but it doesn't seem to mention market-
rate housing very much. I really do wish we could create a broad right to shelter in the US independent of market 
conditions, but to ignore the role of the wider market in capitalist America is negligent in any comprehensive plan. The 
best way to preserve and protect NOAF is to build enough housing in the first place. The plan needs to address the 
supply issues we have and the rectify the fact that it is really hard to build anything other than single family homes on 
most town lots.   

Second, the plan needs to be clear about how fine-grained or coarse-grained future development will be. The plan 
seems to be pushing the broad development of large parcels of land on Jones Ferry and 54, and also in Calvander and 
Rodgers/Estes. The plan does not seem to push the easy redevelopment of fine grained infill projects closer to the town 
core. This is a mistake. The crappiest places on Earth are all master-planned, coarse-grained developments built to a 
finished state by one contractor. The coolest places on Earth are all fine-grained products of many, many hands.  
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Third, the plan needs to deal with the impact of broad rezonings as opposed to narrowly targeted rezonings. The plan 
seems to be deliberately written to not poke the nimbys from the usual neighborhoods, but falls short because it does 
so. What does the academic literature say about the impacts of spot zoning on speculation? The plan allows for very 
little change for most places in town and for very significant changes on some targeted lots. This is a set up for some 
intense land speculation. Affordable housing will be very hard to get if narrow rezonings boost the speculation on the 
only land available to build multi-family units, shooting ourselves in the foot. Broad rezonings have less of an impact on 
land values and would reduce some of the heavy speculation that the plan will unleash. 

Thanks for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 

Rob LaVelle 

P.S. Sorry, I couldn't resist. The part of the plan that gives me nausea is to see the undefined redevelopment 
opportunities in the Calvander area. Are these going to be the same dumb greenfields developments that we have 
seen  in  Carrboro in the last decade or so? More suburbs with walk scores under 10? Please, no.  

 
--  
Rob LaVelle 
Carolina Friends School 
Upper School, Spanish and Geography 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email and any files transmitted with it are the property of Carolina Friends School. The 
contents of this communication are confidential and may contain information that is privileged and/or exempt from 
disclosure under applicable law. It is intended solely for use of the individual or entity to whom this email is addressed. If 
you are not one of the named recipient(s) or otherwise have reason to believe that you have received this message in 
error, please notify the sender and immediately delete this message and any attachments.  Any unauthorized use, 
retention, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this email is strictly prohibited. 
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Ben Berolzheimer

From: heidi perov <heidiperov@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 11:41 AM
To: council
Cc: Richard White; Trish McGuire
Subject: Comprehensive plan

Dear Mayor and Town council, 
I have been struggling with what comments to make on the Comprehensive plan, an undertaking that began two years 
ago. The Town went to extraordinary measures to make sure there was great diversity on the task force, and yet last 
night, there were still comments that the Town had not adequately engaged with all of its residents. At this point, I 
would have to think that many residents either don't want to engage, or they are overwhelmed with the scope of the 
plan, and don't know how to approach it. I know that a comprehensive plan is a herculean undertaking, and I admire all 
who have worked so hard to come to consensus on the plan. 
 
However, the plan is still far from finished. Many of the "X% by X date"  goals are still to be filled in, and, as was 
mentioned in the public hearing last night, there are far too many "consider this" and "investigate that" phrases for the 
plan to have any meaningful impact on the Town's future. 
 
Meanwhile, for the past two years, several really important decisions have been put on hold for the sake of the 
completion of the Comprehensive Plan.  
 
One of the highest priorities of these, in my mind, is the changes to the LUO that would allow more multifamily housing 
and that would prevent further proliferation of near-million-dollar single family homes to be built on lots.   
 
I fully expect this process could take another year, which will be another year lost in terms of making progress on the 
LUO and other town priorities. 
 
So, what are my comments? I would like to see the LUO discussion and other worthwhile discussions not be put off, (let 
the Comprehensive Plan incorporate the revised LUO), that the same be done for other Town priorities, that the plan be 
bold and put real definitive goals in place of "considerations." ("That which is not measured cannot be improved.") 
 
As always, thank you for all you do to make Carrboro a better place. 
 
SIncerely, 
Heidi 
 
 
 
 
Heidi Perov Perry 
heidiperov@gmail.com 
919-618-8199 
Certified Bicycling Instructor (LCI) #4338 
@heidiperov 
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Ben Berolzheimer

From: Diana Newton <diananewton@fallingapples.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 23, 2022 8:06 PM
To: council; Trish McGuire
Subject: Feedback on Carrboro Connects Comprehensive Plan

Dear Mayor Seils, Town Council members, and Ms. McGuire, 
  
I wanted to offer my feedback on the Carrboro Connects Comprehensive Plan in writing, which I 
offered briefly in the public hearing at last night's Council meeting, for your consideration. 
  
Carrboro Connects is certainly “comprehensive,” which is on the one hand, laudable for breadth of 
consideration across many of the Town's areas of need, concern, and growth. The current Carrboro 
Connects draft commits and counting to describe 7 key areas, all of which are to be viewed through 
the twin lenses of climate action and race and equity. Great! 
  
Leaders need to have visions that inspire people to engage and follow. Those visions may even be 
grand. But they get in trouble when the vision become so comprehensive as to become grandiose! 
  
The dark side of “comprehensive” rears its head when the planning body takes on too much, for 
too long a time horizon, with too few or unknown resources, and too little realism. We leave in a 
remarkably VUCA (volatile-uncertain-complex-ambiguous) time in which long-term planning is fraught 
with unknowns as never before. 
  
Upon careful review, the Comprehensive Plan lacks: 

 detailed implementation specifics 
 acknowledgement of need for expanded human resources 
 realistic, achievable goals 
 budget projections 
 a transparent, publicly available progress tracking mechanism for accountability 

  
The Plan is unquestionably thorough at its current 258 pages,. But with over 40 goals and over 100 
strategies, and a fatiguing number of additional bullet points for initiatives/projects, it begs credibility 
as to HOW the Town of Carrboro Council and staff could possibly achieve this vision. Only 40 
pages—15% of the Plan—is dedicated to Implementation. Metrics are missing and often 
meaningless. Budget projections are a chimera. 
  
And importantly, the “HOW” is inextricably related to the “WHO.” Every one of the strategies will 
require more time and energy and communication from Council and staff. My fundamental question is 
then: You and what army are taking this on? While the HR section includes the usual boilerplate 
mission and language of “recruit, hire, develop, and retain,” there is no acknowledgement in the 
Plan that current staffing would need to be significantly increased, or by how much. Even 
today, the staff is not able to achieve many of its current goals in a timely way. Where is the 
commitment for expanding human resources? 
  
The Comprehensive Plan lacks precise, fleshed-out Implementation specifics to support the 
vision details. 
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Recommendation #1: Develop and add completed metrics that are reliable and realistic before 
approval of the Plan. 
  
While “How to Use This Plan” proclaims that the metrics are “quantitive objectives that can be 
measured over time,” within each chapter, there is a woeful lack of meaningful, quantitative 
metrics. While there is acknowledgement by TOC Planning that the metrics need to be “refined,” I 
assert that many need to start by being defined at all. 
  
Examples of non-quantitative metrics: 

 “Reduce cost burden for homeowners from 17% to x%” (p. 39) 
 “x% of budget requested...” (p. 52) 
 “Calculate... native plantings... by x%” (p. 59) 
 “Increase number of BIPOC and small businesses...” Increase by how many-1 or 100? (p. 125) 
 “Reduce annual retail spending gap”--by how much? (p. 125) 
 “Set a target for number...” (page 125)--obviously! What is it? (p. 125) 

  
Recommendation #2: Develop meaningful financial resource estimates before approval of the 
Plan. 
  
In addition to “how” and “who,” the Plan completely omits addressing the critical “how much” question. 
Within the Implementation chapter (and throughout), there are no budget projections.  
There is a vague statement about the use of “available resources,” and costs are only described in 
relative terms ($-$$-$$$) and by likely funding source. Are we being asked to commit millions or 
billions over this timeframe, and how does the money align with the priorities. There is no way to tell 
here. 
  
Recommendation #3: Identify those goals that have previously existed and identify barriers to 
achieving them. 
  
The Plan includes some goals and strategies that have been in existence for a while yet not 
accomplished. Without examining the “why?,” citizens have little reason to trust that they will now be 
accomplished just because they ate included in a big new document. 
  
Example: The RainReady program was developed over two years ago but remains stillborn. Why? 
There is no valid reason why the Stormwater staff could not have called an informational meeting in 
my neighborhood during the last two years. When asked by a SWAC member if the RainReady pilot 
had been done or was something in the future, staff could not answer the question, stating that “what 
is included and not included in the pilot is blurry.” This si an implementation failure that needs to be 
unpacked and addressed. 
  
While prioritizing green stormwater infrastructure is the right thing to do, the Plan does not address 
how the Town intends to deal with its failing grey stormwater infrastructure. 
  
The Carrboro 2021 Stormwater Management Plan includes a need for outreach and support from 
HOAs. Carrboro does not even have a complete list of HOAs, which is mind boggling. 
  
Recommendation #4: Commit to development of a digital Plan dashboard that Carrboro 
citizens can easily access and that is regularly updated. 
  
Transparency in government depends on readily available, accurate information and is fundamental 
to accountability for achieving the Plan's goals. 
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A digital dashboard should be one that any one of us can go to and see progress on Housing Goal 2, 
Strategy 1.2 at any time. We should be able to see Progress against goal, include current vs. 
projected timeline and costs The current TOC website is a morass of pages and links and needs to 
be overhauled stem to stern. 
To close, I implore each of you to see the massive investment that has been made in this Plan to 
completion in a way that is not driven by a rush to deadline. Please get it right. Please make it 
realistic.Twenty years of our future is at stake. 
  
Thank you, 
Diana Newton 
  
  
Diana Newton, Neighbor-Citizen-Advocate 
103 Dove Street 

Barred Owl Creek Neighborhood Coalition 

Carrboro, North Carolina USA 
Coalition Website: https://barred-owl-creek.gogladly.com 
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